Chevy blazer picture

Despite sharing a name with one of Chevy's most famous 4x4s, the Blazer is a mostly ordinary
crossover with exaggerated styling. With an aggressive front end and rakish bodywork, this
two-row mid-sizer definitely stands out, even compared with its diverse competitors. The Blazer
supports its sporty looks with engaging driving dynamics, especially when equipped with the
hp V-6 and the RS model's torque-vectoring all-wheel-drive system. Inside, there's a spacious
back seat and generous cargo space, but some of the interior materials are lackluster and
outward visibility is compromised. Those who want the most desirable features and the top
driver assists will have to shell out for the most expensive models, which diminishes the
Chevy's value versus rivals. Still, shoppers looking for a stylish and fun-to-drive crossover will
appreciate what the Blazer has on offer. For , the Blazer lineup benefits from several minor
updates. The Safety Assist package that includes automated emergency braking, automatic
high-beams, front pedestrian detection, and lane-keeping assist is now standard on the 2LT,
3LT, RS, and Premier trim levels. Blazers with the V-6 engine and front-wheel drive can now be
equipped with a trailering package that allows this configuration to tow up to pounds versus the
standard pound limit. While we enjoy the RS model's enhanced handling traits and more
aggressive exterior styling, it's not the best value. In fact, the Blazer is more expensive than
most competitors, especially when optioned with the most desirable features, which are only
available on the RS and Premier. Instead, we'd recommend the 2LT trim level. Not only does this
unlock the more powerful V-6 engine and all-wheel-drive options, but this combination can tow
pounds when equipped with the trailering package. We'd also add the Convenience and Driver
Confidence package that includes heated front seats, remote start, power liftgate, and loads of
driver-assistance tech. The Blazer features a standard hp 2. All three pair with a nine-speed
automatic transmission, but only the turbo-four and the V-6 are available with all-wheel drive.
The front-drive version has sufficient power for getting around town and highway duty.
However, the V-6 delivers impressive acceleration and provides added confidence when
passing on the highway. Quick as the last Blazer RS we tested was, the automatic transmission
was slow to downshift when we wanted a quick burst of acceleration. Four-cylinder models can
tow up to pounds, while the V-6 versions can handle up to pounds. With steady composure and
accurate steering, the Blazer is easily the best-driving crossover to wear the Chevrolet bow tie.
It was confident and responsive on twisty sections of road, especially the RS model, which has
exclusive steering and suspension tuning. Still, even the four-cylinder version we drove was
more engaging than many competitors. Its inch wheels provided a smoother and quieter ride
than the RS model that wore large inchers, which thudded over bumpy roads. Thankfully, both
models remained hushed on even surfaces and at highway speed. The steering's precise
feedback was satisfying during spirited sessions yet fluid at low speed. The firm brake pedal
immediately responded to our inputs, and the brakes brought our Blazer RS test vehicle to a
stop from 70 mph in an impressive feet. The EPA estimates that the base 2. The turbo-four is
rated at up to 22 mpg city and 29 highway, and the V-6 version is slightly thirstier than both at
up to 20 mpg city and 27 highway. The Blazer we tested with the base 2. The all-wheel-drive V-6
version earned 24 mpg on the same test. However, we haven't tested the highway fuel economy
of the turbo-four model. Inside, the Blazer design is heavily inspired by the Chevy Camaro , with
an intuitive climate-control system that features round air vents below the center stack. These
vents can be twisted to adjust the temperature settings. The visual flourishes include soft-touch
plastics and a two-tone color scheme. While the fancier models receive leather surfaces and
flashier materials, our mid-level test car had several cheap pieces and mostly grayscale colors.
The Blazer also offers desirable content, such as ambient interior lighting, heated and ventilated
front seats, and heated rear seats. The front seats on our test vehicle had small cushions that
lacked support, but the back seat had plenty of stretch-out space that should comfort everyone
on long trips. With 31 cubic feet behind the rear seats and 64 with the seats folded, we were able
to fit 11 and 26 carry-on suitcases, respectively. There are several storage solutions for small
items, including ledges on the front-door panels that are perfect for smartphones. There's a
decent-size cubby at the front of the center console, too, and the bin has good space, albeit
without organization. The back seat is less remarkable, with a bin at the back of the center
console and small door pockets. Every Blazer comes with an 8. The system's interface is
attractive and easy to operate, but a rotary controller would be helpful to reduce distractions. A
pair of USB ports located at the front and on the back of the center console are standard; a volt
outlet is also available on certain models. The Blazer also can be equipped with a Wi-Fi hotspot,
eight-speaker Bose audio system, built-in navigation, and wireless charging for phones. While
base models miss out on driver assists, the other models are available with a plethora of
driver-assistance technology. Unfortunately, only the RS and Premier get the most advanced
assists. Key safety features include:. The Blazer has the typical Chevrolet warranty plan that
includes competitive limited and powertrain coverage as well as one complimentary
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with the Bronco , Chevrolet needed a competitorâ€”and stat. The result was the Chevrolet
Blazer. Instead of turning their backs to the monstrous Blazer, hardened trail trekkers and large
swaths of consumers quickly embraced the charming rig. This early trail cred has propped up
the Blazer name for years, even as the model later morphed into a mid-size SUV aimed at taking
down vehicles such as the Ford Explorer and the Toyota 4Runner. Chevrolet introduces the
Blazer as an addition to its model-year lineup. Every Blazer initially comes standard with
four-wheel drive. That changes in when Chevrolet begins to offer a rear-drive variant of the SUV.
The second-generation Blazer arrives for On V-8 models equipped with the automatic
transmission, Chevrolet installs a full-time four-wheel-drive system. Although the new Blazer is
initially offered with a completely removable roof, the model sprouts a fixed steel roof over the
front passenger compartment beginning in A removable roof cap over the rear means those
seated in the back are still able to experience the wind in their hair should the mood strike. The
new roof design allows Chevy to introduce the camping-friendly Blazer Chalet in This rare
factory option includes a built-in camper unit aft of the front passenger area. The
second-generation Blazer receives its first extensive refresh for The following model year,
Chevrolet adds a diesel-drinking 6. The diesel is available only with four-wheel drive and mates
to a new four-speed automatic transmission. The gearbox is offered throughout the lineup,
except on rear-drive Blazers equipped with the standard 4. Chevrolet expands the Blazer lineup
for with the smaller S Blazer. Based on the compact S pickup truck, the S Blazer is a whopping
An hp 2. A more powerful 4. Expanding the Blazer family even further, Chevy adds a four-door
variant to the S Blazer. The truck rests on a 6. In the middle of , Chevy offers both two- and
four-door Blazers with a high-output 4. After nearly twenty years on the market, the
full-size-truck-based Blazer is redesigned for The new Blazer is markedly different from its
predecessor, with a steel roof replacing the previous removable fiberglass rear portion. A
five-speed manual is standard, while a four-speed automatic is available. Chevrolet strips the
Blazer name from the big two-door SUV and rechristens it the Tahoe for model year Chevrolet
redesigns the S pickupâ€”based Blazer for , dropping the S part of the name and offering both
two- and four-door body styles from the outset. Rear-wheel drive comes standard, and
four-wheel drive is available. A new full-time all-wheel-drive system is offered on the
top-of-the-line LT trim. We promptly take the new Blazer to Canada for a three-truck comparison
test that also includes the Jeep Grand Cherokee and the Ford Explorer. The Blazer claims silver,
falling four points short of the first-place Grand Cherokee. Chevrolet introduces the TrailBlazer
as a trim package on the Blazer. Three years later, the TrailBlazer becomes its own model. The
body-on-frame TrailBlazer is unrelated to the Blazerâ€”which Chevy continues to sell until
â€”and features a new hp 4. In short order, we pit the Chevy against the body-on-frame Ford
Explorer and the unibody Toyota Highlander in a comparison test. The EXT in its name
references the inch-longer wheelbase relative to the standard TrailBlazer, which opens up space
for a third-row seat with room for two additional passengers, bringing seating capacity up to
seven. Despite its additional versatility, the TrailBlazer EXT is a rather unfortunate-looking thing
compared to the better-proportioned five-passenger TrailBlazer. It also is noticeably heavier. An
example we test crushes our scales at poundsâ€” pounds more than the stubbier TrailBlazer.
The 5. Chevrolet thoroughly revamps the TrailBlazer for model-year The engine makes an even
horses and lb-ft of torque. The 4. The highlight of the TrailBlazer line, however, is the new SS
model. Alas, only the SSR is offered with a manual transmissionâ€”TrailBlazer SS buyers are
relegated to relying on a four-speed automatic transmission for their gearchanging needs.
Despite its 5. And when you factor in everything else the Chevy can do, it emerged the winner.
Chevrolet pulls the plug on the TrailBlazer after the model year, and the brand soldiers on with a
Blazer-sized hole in its lineup for nearly a decade. That chasm
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is at long last filled by the all-new Chevrolet Blazer. While its name may evoke the trucklike
utility of its body-on-frame ancestors, the latest Blazer is an entirely different animal thanks to
its carlike unibody construction. Featuring styling inspired by the Camaro sports car, the Blazer
comes standard with a hp 2. Aimed at crossovers such as the Ford Edge and the Nissan
Murano, the five-passenger Blazer arrives in early New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks
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